MAMS Enterprise

Highlights
 Power of

MaximoÂ®, ease
of use and
simplicity of Field
Mapplet

 Preconfigured

Maximo for the
Water and
Wastewater
Utilities

 GIS Enabled in
the Field and
Office

 Mobility in the
core

 Consolidate all

workflows, e.g.,
Underground
Service Alerts
(USA) into
Maximo®

 Ability to create

follow-up work
orders in the field
using your GIS
assets

 Use one mobile

solution to access
work orders and
customer service
requests

 Improved work
planning and
coordination

 improved work

The Challenge
For public utilities and municipalities, expectations of quality, consistency and
speediness of service are frequently taken for granted. The criticality of these
infrastructures, for both horizontal and vertical assets, makes executing a reliable and
easily maintained system extremely essential.

The Solution
For water and wastewater utilities and municipalities, expectations of quality,
consistency and expedited level of service are frequently taken for granted. The
criticality of these infrastructures, for both horizontal and vertical assets, makes
executing a reliable and efficiently maintained system extremely essential.

planning and
coordination

Field Mapplet combined with Maximo®, IBM®’s leading asset management system
(2017 Gartner report), provides an ideal platform to optimize your asset management
practices. MAMS Enterprise is targeted for your field operations while providing
advance capabilities to your engineering and asset management planning groups. It is
the universal platform to implement your asset and work management needs in
conjunction with your safety plans, risk mitigation, asset condition assessment,
inventory management, and your contract management.

CONTACT US

Work orders can be organized and coordinated easily and effectively. With the help of
simple synchronization between the mobile and console unit, field personnel can use
all data necessary for their workflows. They will benefit from the extended GISfunctionalities like the availability of navigation, optimal routing, and the accessibility of
detailed information about facilities and linked documents. With a few clicks, field
workers can upload their completed work order to Maximo®, which will be accessible to
all involved persons permanently. MAMS Enterprise is an all-encompassing, fast, and
reliable solution for your enterprise.
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